An extended, Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral method is used to derive expressions for the mutual coherence function and radiation intensity derived from a planar, partially coherent source propagating through the atmosphere. The derived results reduce to previous results for (i) coherent radiation propagation in the atmosphere and (ii) the relations relating the far-field intensity angular distribution and the source coherence for a partially coherent source in vacuo. ' A mathematical description of the predicted results in terms of the vacuum distribution and scattering functions (related to the Fourier-transformed two-source mutual coherence function) is permitted by this development. Analytical results are calculated for a homogeneous atmosphere and a source coherence that simulates a laser-illuminated rough surface. The effective far-field range is determined by the source size, wavelength, and source coherence length. The phase of the calculated mutual coherence function is determined by the field-point separation for off-axial propagation directions. Numerical results for the amplitude and phase coherence lengths are calculated and illustrated as a function of the source size, source coherence length, propagation angle, range, and refractive-index structure constant.
INTRODUCTION
proximations of the Bethe-Saltpeter equation, 4 and the Huygens-Fresnel principle. 5 Beran 6 has provided an excellent Numerous investigators have studied the coherence of account of the consensus of these various approaches: All of radiation propagating in the turbulent atmosphere using a the aforementioned studies, however, have been principally variety of approaches including difference equations, 1 concerned with the propagation of initially coherent radiation transport methods, 2 the Markov approximation, 3 ladder apbecause of its relevance to laserpropagation phenomena. Lee et al. 7 have examined the propagation of perfectly incoherent radiation in a turbulent medium, using the extended Huygens-Fresnel principle, to determine atmospheric effects on speckle phenomena. None of the previous studies have treated in detail the problem of atmospheric propagation of radiation derived from a partially (spatially) coherent source. The purpose of this paper is to examine the general case of partially coherent radiation propagation in a random medium.
The approach used in this study is essentially an extended Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral method. This technique is analagous to the extended Huygens-Fresnel method 8 ; however, it facilitates the analysis of the behavior of radiation coherence as a function of the propagation angle. Techniques previously employed to study coherent radiation propagation use coordinates appropriate for (approximate) rectilinear propagation. However, partially coherent radiation propagates throughout an angular spectrum. 9 Therefore, polar coordinates are more appropriate than Cartesian coordinates to study partially coherent radiation propagation. Importantly, the derived results relax to the Huygens-Fresnel result for the special case of a coherent source, demonstrating equivalence with the previous coherent source analyses. 10 Significantly, they also relax to the far-field coherence-angular distribution relations 9 ,11 characterizing a partially coherent source for the special case of vacuum propagation. A simple physical picture of the atmospheric effects in terms of scattering functions is an additional benefit provided by this approach.
To illustrate the effects of range, propagation angle, source size and coherence, and strength of turbulence on the spatial coherence (second moment) predicted by this analysis, simplifying approximations are made which facilitate closed-form solutions. The phase of the predicted mutual coherence function (MCF) changes with field-point separation at offnormal propagation angles. This effect has not been previously predicted because of assumed axial propagation (including the speckle analysis of Lee et al. 7 ). Numerical results for the MCF amplitude and phase coherence lengths are calculated and depicted.
THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
A monochromatic (spatially) partially coherent source is assumed that occupies a portion of the x-y plane (Fig 1) . Physical embodiments of such a source are laser-illuminated diffusers or rough surfaces. Restricting the analysis to the scalar problem 12 for simplicity and ease of comparison with previous work and denoting the vectors r = (x, y, 0) and P = (x, y, z), and the wave number k, the scalar field at P (resulting from the source propagating through a turbulent medium) is given by Xexp[f*|r-P| + MP, r)], (1)
where \p (P, r) represents the phase and log-amplitude variation from the vacuum solution for a spherical wave propagating from r to P. Equation (1) follows from an extension of the "self-consistent" Rayleigh-Sommerfeld solution 13 for the scalar field at P resulting from the aperture field U(r). [/tvrb^-g-E^ C r"d2 rl /( r ) e i*|r-P|+#(r>) 2irR J J-» (2) to an excellent approximation, where 6 is the angle subtended between P and the z axis. Denoting the average over the ensemble of all source and turbulent medium configurations by angle brackets ( ), the field-point MCF can be written
where
F(r,r',P,P') = <expWr,P) + ^*(r',P')]>,
L(r,r',P,P') = |r-P|-|r'-P'|,
and the order of integration and ensemble averaging has been interchanged. Note that the averages of the source-field and medium propagation variables are separable because these are presumably independent random processes. Denoting unit vectors s and s' in the respective directions P and P', the following sum and difference coordinates are defined: r+ = (r + r')/2 and r~ = r -r',
P+ = (P + P')/2 and P-= P -P',
s+=(s + s')/2 and
R+=(R + R')/2 and R~
0+ = (0 + l9')/2 and 5 = 0-0'.
Appendix A demonstrates that the phase factor L(r, r', P, P') is approximately given by L(r, r', P, P') s (r • r+/fi+ -r~ • s+ -r + -s~ + R-).
The ensemble-averaged medium propagation factor F(r, r', P, P') is recognized as the two(point)-source spherical-wave mutual coherence function. Assuming isoplanicity, the variable dependence of the two-source, spherical wave MCF is F(r,r',P,P')=F(r-,P-,R+).
The field point MCF therefore can be written
assuming small field-point-difference angles 5. Defining the function
GO-, P-)
= 1/A C j"° rf 2 r+r s (r+, r -) e iC>r+Ur-/R-s-) ( 15) as the generalized, two-field-point, source coherence (the rationale for this appelation is provided below), where
is the source area; the field-point MCF is
is the solid angle subtended by the source at range R + . It is noted that for vacuum propagation F(r-,P-)| vacuum = l (19) so (20) for vacuum propagation. Spatial source-plane Fourier transforms of the generalized two-field-point source coherence and the two-source spherical-wave MCF are now defined, ss:
and Hl P-) - § f~ d 2 (Ar-)c-''<*'-)^(r-P"). (22) Because the vector f corresponds to a unit vector direction, the Fourier-transformed generalized two-field-point source coherence can be expressed 
using Eqs. (17), (22), (23) and the convolution theorem of Fourier transformation. Note that for vacuum propagation
using Eq. (19) , so that
providing a check on the self-consistency of Eq. (24).
Partial validation of the above equations is obtained by examining relevant limiting cases. Clearly, as the source becomes perfectly coherent, the radiation propagates primarily along the z axis. 9 Thus, field-point vectors (p and p') that are transverse to the z axis can be defined to parameterize the field point separations. Returning to the problem of turbulent medium propagation, it is noted that the radiation intensity in the turbulent medium is given by [Eq. (24)],
is the Fourier-transformed mutual coherence function for a spherical wave propagating in the turbulent medium. Equation (32) lends itself to a simple physical interpretation since it is exactly the same form that results from postulating a scattering function that describes the angular deviation of the vacuum radiant intensity resulting from propagation in the turbulent medium. The total intensity in any given direction is then the convolution of the vacuum intensity distribution with the postulated scattering function. Clearly, in this case, the scattering function is given by the Fouriertransformed, spherical-wave MCF divided by the factor (1 -£x -£>)• Analogously, Eq. (24) expresses the turbulent medium MCF in terms of the vacuum MCF angular distribution (for a fixed field-point separation vector P~) convolved with a pseudo-scattering function that describes the average vector angular deviation of the vacuum MCF (again with a fixed field-point separation vector P~) resulting from propagation in the turbulent medium. In this case the pseudo-scattering function is given by the Fourier-transformed, two-source, spherical wave MCF divided by the factor (1 -£ 2 -£ 2 ). To complete the physical interpretation of the above equations, it is noted that the far-field expression for G(r , P ) [Eq. (15)] with zero field-point separation is G(r , 0) I far-field ixx:
which is the spatial average of the source mutual coherence function. Thus, the general function G(r~, P~) is the generalization of the average source mutual coherence that results from considering separate field points and near-field ranges.
Hence the appellation of the generalized, two-field-point source coherence for the function G (r _ , P~) results. Equation (17) provides a mathematical statement of the propagation of the (generalized) source coherence in a turbulent medium. The Fourier-transform relations that have been noted permit an interpretation of this expression in terms of scattering functions.
CALCULATIONS
To perform specific calculations of the MCF obtained from a partially coherent source propagating through the turbulant atmosphere, it is necessary to specify the generalized, twosource spherical-wave MCF, F(r~, P~), or equivalently, the pseudo-scattering function P.(%, P~). If the statistics of the complex phase \p are Gaussian, then the two-source spherical-wave MCF is given by 18 where
the sum of the log-amplitude (D x ) and phase (Ds), two-source spherical-wave structure functions. Assuming a Kolmogorov turbulence spectrum and weak turbulence the complex phase, two-source, spherical-wave structure function is given by 19 .
20
Ztyr-P) = 2.91
where C 2 (R) is the refractive index structure constant, radial changes in the complex phase \p are ignored (these are small for small R~), and the operator P(x) projects the vector x onto a plane that is transverse to the P + direction. Equation (37) assumes that the absolute values of the projected vector differences |P(r~)| and |P(P~)| are much less than a Fresnel zone length, (2nR
Although the integral of Eq. (37) cannot be integrated exactly, approximate expansions can be obtained and used with Eq. (35) and the preceding development to perform numerical calculations of the MCF of a partially coherent source. However, these procedures are complicated and permit little physical understanding of the propagation characteristics as a function of the variables of interest. Analytical calculations of the MCF are permitted by approximating the five-thirds power of the projected vector sum in Eq. (37) by the square. Normalizing the resultant two-source spherical-wave MCF to the correct five-thirds law spherical-wave coherence length at the e _1 point yields
assuming homogeneous turbulence. Appendix B provides a calculation of the MCF of a uniform coherent source using the approximations of Eqs. (38)-(40) and the preceding development. It is noteworthy that the plane-wave coherence length predicted by this approximation (0.58po) is in reasonable agreement with the five-thirds law prediction (0.56pn).
Calculations are also provided in Appendix B for the Fourier transform of the uniform source mutual coherence in terms of a dimensionless spatial frequency spectrum V and a dimensionless spatial frequency x-The predicted spectrum of the mutual coherence, resulting from the quadratic approximation, Eqs. (38)- (40), is plotted in Fig. 2 along with experimental data of Artem'ev and Gurvich 21 and three different calculations of a modified Kolmogorov spectrum 21 corresponding to three different values of the inner scale of turbulence. Significantly, the approximate quadratic spectrum is within 1 dB of the experimental data over the range of frequencies plotted and is closer to the measured data than two of the modified Kolmogorov spectra for the highest measured spatial frequencies. Because the quadratic approximation is in reasonable agreement with available MCF spectral data, it is employed for subsequent calculations to obtain closed-form analytical expressions for the MCF of radiation propagating from partially coherent sources. It is expected that although detailed predicted behavior may deviate somewhat from that obtained from the five-thirds law MCF, the predicted trends with respect to the various variables of interest should be the same as those obtained from the more accurate description of the atmospheric, sphericalwave structure function. 
Recalling the Fourier-transform relationship between the far-field intensity angular distribution and the source coherence [Eq. (30) and Refs. 9 and 11] and noting that the angular distribution of the radiation intensity scattered by specular glints of a rough surface is 
w is the azimuthal difference angle between the two field-point coordinates, and </> is the azimuthal angle subtended between the y axis and the projection of the s + vector on the x-y plane. Note that the radiation intensity predicted by Eq. (47) (i.e., <5 = ß = R~ = 0) approaches the predicted far-field intensity when R + » R({. Therefore Äff is interpreted as the equivalent far-field range for a partially coherent source with a Gaussian coherence function. This interpretation is supported by the following observations. When the source coherence length is equal to the source dimension (2L), the equivalent far-field range is (fiff = 2TTL 2 /X), within a factor of 1.27 of the far-field range customarily predicted for a uniformly illuminated aperture [2(2L)
2 A]. However, when the coherence length of the ' source is on the order of the wavelength, the equivalent farfield range decreases to the order of the source dimension (■KL). It is well known that valid measurements of the farfield angular distributions of incoherent sources can be performed at close range. The equivalent far-field range parameter Äff critically affects the range dependence of the vacuum MCF and the turbulent medium MCF calculated below. As the far-field range is exceeded, the MCF predicted by Eq. (47) approaches the prediction of the far-field vanCittert-Zernike theorem for the assumed source irradiance distribution. Because the phase difference of the field points [predicted by Eq. (47)] increases with increasing source coherence length, the phase portion of the predicted MCF results from deterministic beam-spreading effects. 23 who noted the critical nature of the ratio (L/po) for the propagation of coherent radiation. To facilitate analyses of the effects of various parameters on the predicted spatial coherence, it is convenient to normalize Eq. (55) to the field-point intensities (i.e., construct the degree of coherence function), choose an azimuthal plane of scattering (0 = 0), and ignore the relatively uninteresting azimuthal dependence (i.e., choose ß = 0). The degree of coherence is then vUirb, (P+, P-) = r turb( P; p') pturb(p+ p-)
[ r turb( P) p) r turb(p' )P ')]l/2 a r turb (P+, 0)
for small field-point separation angles 6. A further simplification results from defining the degree of coherence as 7 (61) and (62) 
(63) (64)
Several observations can be made from inspection of the above equations. First, the phase coherence length becomes infinite for the axial and grazing propagation directions (i.e., the MCF phase remains constant regardless of the field-point separation). This behavior is consistent with all previous studies of coherent radiation propagation since phase effects have not been previously noted. In general, however, a finite-phase correlation length is predicted from this analysis because of beam spreading effects. Although the predicted phase coherence length (at nonaxial directions) increases as the range greatly exceeds the far-field range and the atmospheric coherence length greatly exceeds the source coherence length, these are generally incompatible simultaneous requirements for atmospheric propagation unless the source is completely incoherent (i.e., <5 correlated). Because perfectly incoherent sources are prohibited, 24 finite-phase coherence lengths are predicted at nonaxial directions in the atmosphere. The predicted angular dependence of the amplitude coherence length is also worthy of note. Clearly, as grazing angle propagation (90°) is approached, the effects on the source coherence length resulting from the finite coherence length are eliminated because of the cos 2 0 + factor multiplying these terms. The degree of coherence approaches that predicted for a spherical wave [Eq. (39)] in the polar plane, i.e., y ~ exp[-(ß + 5) 2 /p 2 ], as the grazing geometry is approached. The physical reason for this phenomenon is that the projected source area approaches a line source as the grazing angle is approached and therefore becomes perfectly coherent in the transverse direction (i.e., the polar plane). Thus, a spherical wave MCF functional form is expected in the polar plane since the source is effectively a point source in this dimension.
To further explore the variable dependence of the MCF predicted by the above analysis, three-dimensional, computed, graphical results are employed. Calculated values of the amplitude and phase coherence lengths are plotted as the ordinate variation, while various combinations of the propa- . The aforementioned dependence of the apparent source coherence on the propagation direction is clearly illustrated by the amplitude coherence length dependence on the range and direction of propagation [ Fig. 3(a) ]. It is apparent that the amplitude coherence length is dominated by the finite source coherence (i.e., speckle dominated) for axial propagation [note that A e is approximately proportional to (R + ) 2 ], whereas atmospheric effects begin to interact and dominate as the grazing propagation angle is approached [thus A e ~ p 0 ~ (fi + )~3 /5 ]. The phase coherence length is plotted only from 5°-85° because it goes to infinity at the endpoints of the angular distribution (0° and 90°). The angular dependence of the phase coherence length is relatively unaffected by the range for the chosen fixed independent variables.
To illustrate the effects of the finite source coherence length decrease of the predicted phase coherence length with increasing source coherence is again illustrated in Fig. 5(b) , and it is additionally noted that the strength-of-turbulence affects this functional dependence appreciably only for the highest refractive-index structure constants (where the atmospheric coherence length becomes comparable to the source coherence length). Significantly, the amplitude coherence length increases rapidly for the high range of source coherence lengths plotted in Fig. 5(a) , whereas the turbulence strength influences this functional dependence at the high values of the refractive-index structure constant.
A final illustration of the functional dependence of the field coherence predicted by the above analysis is provided by the Fig. 6 plots of the amplitude and phase coherence lengths as functions of the source size (L) and refractive-index structure constant. Both phase and amplitude coherence lengths display a similar functional form with respect to the variables plotted in Fig. 6 . Clearly, the amplitude coherence lengths become speckle dominated for weak turbulence (Cjj < 10 -6 ) as evidenced by the constant, asymptotic relationship with respect to the strength-of-turbulence variable (Cjj). Simi-larly, the phase coherence length is constant for weak turbulence. However, in each case, atmospheric effects reduce the respective coherence lengths at high refractive-index structure-constant values with the onset of the reduction occurring earlier for the smaller source dimensions. The data plotted in Fig. 6 display trends similar to the predictions of Lee et al. 1 for an incoherent source in the axial direction (Figs. 3-5 of Ref. 7) .
REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
The theoretical foundation, provided above, has several significant advantages over previous investigations of turbulence effects on radiation propagation. The principal contributions of this analysis are (i) it is mathematically straightforward, (ii) it provides for the characterization of radiation derived from partially coherent sources throughout the full range of propagation directions, (iii) it includes the known features of (a) coherent radiation propagation in turbulence and (b) partially coherent radiation propagation in vacuo, and (iv) it permits a physical characterization of the radiation coherence propagation in terms of scattering functions. Although the five-thirds law structure function was approximated by a quadratic function to permit explicit calculations of coherence effects, calculated plane-wave results are in sufficient agreement with experimental data to permit confidence in the general trends and magnitudes of coherence effects predicted by this approximation. Significantly, all of the predicted coherence effects derived from this approximation are consistent with physical intuition and approach proper limiting results over an appropriate range of propagation angle, source size, source coherence length, and turbulence strength variables. Although the definition of an effective far-field range for Gaussian partially coherent sources resulted from considerations unrelated to turbulence effects, this definition is significant because it extends the concept of the far field to partially coherent sources. While this extension is limited to partially coherent sources with Gaussian MCF's, it is likely that similar results obtain for other source MCF's because of the Fourier transform relationship [Eq. (20) ] between the field-point MCF and the generalized source coherence.
The above analysis of the atmospheric propagation of partially coherent radiation should find application in areas where laser-illuminated objects viewed through the atmosphere are of interest (e.g., laser radars). Analyses have been developed (e.g., Refs. 25 and 26) for predicting the mutual coherence and intensity distribution of laser-illuminated rough surfaces. Because the foregoing development permits analysis of atmospheric modifications of vacuum distributions [via the convolution Eqs. (24) and (32)], theoretical investigations of turbulence effects on realistic laser-illuminated rough surfaces should be possible.
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APPENDIX A

Phase factor evaluation
The phase factor defined in Eq. (6) and the definitions of Eqs. (7)- (10) have been employed. The vector u>(r + , P+) is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Because R + is much greater than a source dimension (by assumption),
Using Eq. (A3) and the fact that 
assuming equidistant radial field-point separations (i.e., R~ = 0). Equation (38) can be easily integrated using the conditions of equal source-point and field-point separations imposed by Eq. (B3); the result is
where P=|P(P-)|.
Equations (B3) and (B4) express the plane-wave MCF result using the quadratic approximation [Eq. (38)]. Note that the coherence length predicted by this approximation is >lane-wave = (1/V3)PO = 0.58po, (B5) p(e ^Ipla which is in good agreement with the value of 0.56 p 0 predicted by the five-thirds law.
Artem'ev and Gurvich 21 have performed optical measurements of the spectral density of field fluctuations using the Fourier-transform properties of a simple lens. Accordingly, their dimensionless spectral density results are defined in the following terms: 
Equation (B12) is plotted in Fig. 2 together with experimental data of Artem'ev and Gurvich. The vector difference vector s~ can be written §-= s+ X da,
where s + = t sin</) sin0+ -; sinö+ cos4> + k cos0 + ,
and da s 5 cos4>i + 5 sinipj + w£ (C6)
is the axial vector corresponding to the antisymmetric rotation tensor that carries s' into s (in the small-angle approximation).
Performing the vector multiplication of Eq. (C4) using the expressions (C5) and (C6) and performing the projection operation indicated in Eq. (C3) yields P(P-) = Ä + (o) sinödi + Sa 2 ),
where P-= R+s-+ R-s+.
Because the problem is azimuthally symmetric, the plane included by the y axis is chosen (i.e., 4> = -w) so that Utilizing the definition of the pseudo-scattering function [Eq. (22)] together with the above result for the two-source spherical-wave MCF yields 
\t'P(P~) + (1 -t)'P(r-
)
